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Abstract: In this paper, an external vision based robust pose estimation system for a quadrotor in outdoor environments
has been proposed. This system could provide us with approximate ground truth of pose estimation for a
quadrotor outdoors, while most of external vision based systems perform indoors. Here, we do not modify the
architecture of the quadrotor or put colored blobs, LEDs on it. Only using the own features of the quadrotor, we
present a novel robust pose estimation algorithm to get the accurate pose of a quadrotor. With good observed
results, we get all the four rotors and calculate the pose. But when fewer than four rotors are observed, all of
existing external vision based systems of the quadrotor do not mention this and could not get right pose results.
In this paper, we have solved this problem and got accurate pose estimation with IMU(inertial measurement
unit) data. This system can provide us with approximate ground truth outdoors. We demonstrate in real
experiments that the vision-based pose estimation system for outdoor environments can perform accurately
and robustly in real time.

1 INTRODUCTION

The quadrotor is a kind of micro aerial vehicle with
four rotary wings. For quadrotor applications, it is
necessary to set up the external pose estimation sys-
tem for the quadrotor. The motivation of our work is
to present an external vision based robust pose estima-
tion system for a quadrotor in outdoor environments
(see Figure 1). This system could provide us with ap-
proximate ground-truth pose of the quadrotor, which
could be used to evaluate experimental results and im-
prove algorithms. It can also be used for autonomous
take-off or landing of a quadrotor. Considering oc-
clusion or poor tracking results, most external vision
based systems for the quadrotor do not mention this
and can not get right pose results. We propose the
novel robust pose estimation algorithms to solve this.

Nowadays, most of external vision based systems
work indoors. Approaches (Altug et al., 2003; Achte-
lik et al., 2009; Breitenmoser et al., 2011) placed
some colored blobs or LED markers on the quadrotor
to estimate the pose. Colored blobs or LEDs may not
be well detected and tracked in outdoor environments.
(How et al., 2008; Ahrens et al., 2009; Abeywardena
et al., 2013) used the VICON(a motion capture sys-
tem) for observing the quadrotor indoors. These sys-
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Figure 1: The robust pose estimation system for a quadrotor.

tems were complex and expensive.
Systems designed for outdoor environments are

quite rare. (Ha and Lee, 2013) used an unmanned
ground vehicle to track the quadrotor. (Wendel
et al., 2011; Lim et al., 2012) used results of of-
fline SFM(structure from motion) as ground truth and
could not perform in real-time.

Meanwhile, these methods (Altug et al., 2003;
Achtelik et al., 2009; Breitenmoser et al., 2011) need
to detect all the blobs or LEDs rightly. When one or
more blobs are lost, these approaches could not get
right pose estimation results.
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In this paper, we detect the rotors of a quadro-
tor to get our reference points. This refers to the
PnP(Perspective-n-Point) problem. There are some
work for PnP problems (Gao et al., 2003; Dementhon
and Davis, 1995; Hu and Wu, 2002; Hartley and Zis-
serman, 2004). The minimal numbers of correspon-
dences to solve PnP problems is three. P4P problem
with coplanar points has unique solution.

Approaches (Quan and Lan, 1999; Ansar and
Daniilidis, 2003; Lepetit et al., 2008) presented lin-
ear non-iterative algorithms for PnP problems. (Lu
et al., 2000; Schweighofer and Pinz, 2006) presented
excellent iterative algorithms.

Recently, some significant works (Fraundorfer
et al., 2010; Kukelova et al., 2010) had been done for
PnP problems with IMUs.

The contribution of our work is mainly as follows.
We present an external vision based robust pose es-
timation system for a quadrotor in outdoor environ-
ments, while most systems work indoors. Only the
own features of the quadrotor are employed, while
most systems modify the architecture of the quadrotor
or add additional components such as LEDs. We pro-
pose the novel robust pose estimation algorithm. This
algorithm could get the accurate pose from all of the
four reference points with good detection or tracking
results. But we may only get two or three reference
points when dealing with occlusion or poor tracking
results. This moment, all of existing external vision
based systems for the quadrotor do not mention this
and can not get right pose results. Our algorithm has
solved this case and could get accurate pose estima-
tion results by making use of the IMU data.

2 OUR WORK

2.1 The Own Features of the Quadrotor

One main character of our approach is that we only
use the own features of the quadrotor. We wish that
this method is simple, effective and more general. In
real experiments outdoors, it is difficult to observe
colored blobs, LED markers or appearance modifica-
tion. The quadrotor’s own features could provide us
with enough information for pose estimation and are
more reliable than approaches using colored markers.

2.2 Preliminary Position

Background difference and mean-shift are used for
detection and tracking. A brief illustration could be
seen in Figure 2. The coordinate position of the
quadrotor’s center is denoted by(xq,yq) in pixel. The
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Figure 2: A brief introduction of detection and tracking.

center of CCD sensor is seen as the origin of world
coordinate system. The real positions of a quadrotor
are:

Zq = D · f
/

d, (1)

Xq = Zq · x̃q/ f , Yq = Zq · ỹq/ f , (2)

where f is the focal length andZq,Xq,Yq are real pre-
liminary position of the quadrotor. Here ˜xq and ỹq
are undistorted pixel coordinates. TheD is the real
wingspan of the quadrotor, andd is undistorted pixel
distance of the wingspan in image. From Equation 2,
some results can be obtained:

Xq = k ·Yq or x̃q = k · ỹq, (3)

wherek is scaling factor. When the intrinsic parame-
ters of the camera are measured accurately, the scaling
factork could achieve a quite high accuracy.

2.3 Robust Pose Estimation

A simple illustration of the relative pose relationship
between the camera and the quadrotor could be seen
in Figure 1. Here Roll, Pitch and Yaw denote the ro-
tation aboutXQ, YQ andZQ axis.

2.3.1 Different Observed Situations

When occlusion or bad observing results occur, not all
of rotors are observed. The pose estimation problems
of a quadrotor could be divided into four different sit-
uations (see Figure 3).

(1): All of four rotors are observed exactly (see
Figure 3 a b c).

(2): Three rotors are observed (see Figure 3 d e f).
(3): Two rotors are observed (see Figure 3 g h i).
(4): Fewer than two rotors are observed.
For these different situations, the last situation

could not be solved currently. We mainly solve the
former three situations. Most of current external vi-
sion based pose estimation systems of the quadrotor
solve the first situation. And for the second and third
situations, all of other external vision based pose esti-
mation systems of the quadrotor do not mention this
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Figure 3: The different observed results of a quadrotor.

and can not get right pose results. In this paper, ac-
curate pose estimation results could be calculated by
making use of the IMU data.

2.3.2 Problem Formulation

The quadrotor could be seen as a fixed landmark when
flying at different positions. Here the quadrotor is the
object coordinate system. In this object coordinate
system, the 3D coordinates of centers of four rotors
areMo

i = (Xo
i ,Y

o
i ,Z

o
i )

′, i = 1,2,3,4. Centers of four
rotors could be seen as coplanar points. So we could
haveMo

i = (Xo
i ,Y

o
i ,0)

′, i = 1,2,3,4. The real values
of Xo

i ,Y
o
i could be measured accurately in advance.

Their corresponding coordinates in camera coordinate
system areMc

i = (Xc
i ,Y

c
i ,Z

c
i )

′, i = 1,2,3,4. We have
the relationship:

Mc
i = R·Mo

i +T, (4)

whereR= f (α,β,γ) andT = (tx, ty, tz)′ are the rota-
tion matrix and the translation vector. The centers of
four rotors are expressed in the normalized image co-
ordinate system asmi =(ui ,vi ,1)′, i = 1,2,3,4, which
are the projection ofMc

i = (Xc
i ,Y

c
i ,Z

c
i )

′, i = 1,2,3,4.
The intrinsic parameters of the camera are known. We
have relationship:

mi ∝ Mc
i = (R·Mo

i +T). (5)

2.3.3 EMRPP Algorithm for Four Rotors

When all of four rotors of a quadrotor are observed,
the quadrotor could be seen as a landmark. The land-
mark formed by rotors here is four coplanar points.

(Schweighofer and Pinz, 2006) proposed a ro-
bust pose estimation algorithm(RPP) for four copla-
nar points. RPP made use of object-space error func-
tion. It considered that the orthogonal projection of
Mc

i on mi should be equal toMc
i itself. This fact was

shown as follows (Lu et al., 2000):

R·Mo
i +T = Fi · (R·Mo

i +T), (6)

Fi = mimi
′
/

mi
′mi , (7)

whereFi is a projection operator,Fi = Fi
′ andFi =Fi

2.
The object-space error function (Lu et al., 2000) was:

Eos=
n

∑
i=1

‖(I −Fi)(R·Mo
i +T)‖2. (8)

Making use of the coplanar properties, RPP trans-
formed the Equations 5 and 8. ThenẼos only depends
on a rotation about the y-axis̃Ry(β̃) andT̃:

m̃i ∝ Rz(γ̃)(R̃y(β̃) · M̃o
i + T̃), (9)

Ẽos=
n

∑
i=1

||(I − F̃i)Rz(γ̃)(R̃y(β̃) · M̃o
i + T̃)||2, (10)

T̃ = (t̃x, t̃y, t̃z)
′, (11)

where symbol∼ above the variables denotes the
transformations of these variables.

Here we give the MRPP(modified RPP) algo-
rithm. In former section, we get the preliminary po-
sition of the quadrotor. From Equation 3, we could
get:

tx = k · ty. (12)

Then we put Equation 12 into Equations 5 and 8:

m̃i ∝ Rz(γ̃)(R̃y(β̃) · M̃o
i + T̂), (13)

Ẽos=
n

∑
i=1

||(I − F̃i)Rz(γ̃)(R̃y(β̃) · M̃o
i + T̂)||2, (14)

T̂ = (k̂t̂y, t̂y, t̂z)
′, (15)

wherek̂ is the transformation ofk. By using the scal-
ing factork, there are only two degrees of freedom in
T̂ here. ThenẼos only depends on a rotation about the
y-axisR̃y(β̃) andt̂y, t̂z.

As iterative algorithms, RPP and MRPP both need
the initial pose guess which affects the computation
time and the accuracy of results. (Lepetit et al., 2008)
proposed a non-iterative solution EPnP. It had better
accuracy and lower computational complexity than
other non-iterative approaches.
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In order to get robust and accurate pose estima-
tion results, we present a new algorithm EMRPP com-
bined by EPnP and our MRPP algorithms. We first
perform EPnP to get the initial pose estimation. Then
we make use of this initial value as the input of MRPP.

2.3.4 Three/Two Rotors Observed

When only three or two rotors of a quadrotor are ob-
served, we will make use of the IMU data to get the
accurate results. The IMU on the quadrotor could pro-
vide us with Roll and Pitch angles of the quadrotor.
The angular accuracy of Roll and Pitch angles is be-
low 0.5 degree. In general, the image data is later
from -5ms to 15ms than IMU data. For pose estima-
tion, we use the image data with the IMU data which
arrived at the computer 10ms before.

Here we modify the algorithm of (Kukelova et al.,
2010). In our work, the rotation matrix R is:

R= RzRyRx, (16)

whereRz,Ry andRx are separately the rotation matrix
for the Yaw, Pitch and Roll axis. AndRy is:

Rz =





cosα −sinα 0
sinα cosα 0

0 0 1



 , (17)

From the data returned by the IMU, we can get
the values ofRx andRy. So the only one unknown
parameter of the rotation matrixR is the rotation angle
α around the Yaw axis. Equation 5 would be:

λmi = [Rz(α)RyRx|T]Mi , (18)

whereλ is the scaling factor.mi are normalized image
coordinates andMi are homogeneous coordinates. To
simplify the former equation, we use the substitution
q= tan(α/2). Then we could get:

(1+q2)Rz(q) =





1−q2 −2q 0
2q 1−q2 0
0 0 1+q2



 . (19)

So the equation 18 could be written as:

[mi ]× [Rz(q)RyRx|T]Mi = 0, (20)

where[mi ]× is the skew symmetric matrix ofmi and
the rank of[mi ]× is two. Equation 20 produces three
polynomial equations and only two are linearly inde-
pendent. From equation 3, we havetx = k · ty.

Employ this constraint in equation 20 and we get:

[mi ]× [Rz(q)RyRx|T(kty, ty, tz)]Mi = 0. (21)

In this case there are only three unknown variables
ty, tz,q. But there is variableq of degree two, the min-
imal number of point correspondences we need to get
unique pose estimation is two.

When three rotors are observed, we have six inde-
pendent polynomial equations. By using least squares
method, the pose estimation could be obtained. This
algorithm is named as IMU+3P. If two rotors are ob-
served, there would be just four independent polyno-
mial equations. So we will get unique solution of pose
estimation. This algorithm is named as IMU+2P.

3 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In real experiments, we compare our algorithms with
some state-of-the-art or classics algorithms, such as
GAO (Gao et al., 2003), LHM (Lu et al., 2000), RPP
(Schweighofer and Pinz, 2006), and EPnP (Lepetit
et al., 2008).

We have performed our algorithms in real outdoor
environments. Here we select theZq of translation
results of RPP as true height. Then this true value
Zq is used in equation 2 to get the trueXq andYq.
The real rotation angles are obtained from IMU data
and electronic compass. The translation error is the
angle between the estimated translation direction and
the ground-truth direction. The rotation error is the
smallest angle of rotation to bring the estimated rota-
tion to the ground-truth rotation.

3.1 Four Rotors Observed

3.1.1 Results of Real Experiments

When all of the four rotors are observed, the results of
real experiments are shows in Figure 4. The ground-
truth is figured in yellow. EMRPP and RPP have bet-
ter robust pose results in our real experiments. The
results of RPP are close to our EMRPP. In general,
EMRPP has better performance than RPP. In order to
show the details of results clearly, results of 20 se-
quential frames are showed in Figure 4b.

3.1.2 Pose Error in Real Experiment

Figure 5a shows the translation error in real exper-
iments. EMRPP, LHM and RPP have better robust
translation results. The translation errors of EMRPP
are slightly lower than RPP. Figure 5b shows the rota-
tion error of these algorithms in real experiments. The
results of EPnP and GAO are bad. EMRPP, LHM and
RPP have good rotation accuracy. EMRPP has best
rotation accuracy and robust results here.
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Figure 4: The results of real experiments when four rotors
are observed. The entire results are showed in (a), while
part of results are showed in (b).
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Figure 5: The translation error and the rotation error.

3.1.3 Discussion

Algorithms are written in C/C++ and tested in a note-
book which has two i3 CPUs and 4G memory. The
computation time of these algorithms can be seen in
Table 1. GAO and EPnP algorithms perform fast, but
they have low accuracy. EMRPP and RPP have quite
good accuracy of pose estimation. Both computation
time of EMRPP and RPP are below 2ms and certainly
meet the request of real-time applications. In fact, our
EMRPP usually has higher accuracy than RPP and
performs 10% faster than RPP.

Table 1: Computation time in microsecond (µs).

LHM GAO EPnP RPP EMRPP

Mean 544 30 109 1739 1592
Median 508 28 99 1613 1484

Our EMRPP is combined by EPnP and MRPP.
The first step of EMRPP could get accurate initial es-
timation of pose. A good initial estimation speeds up
the following iterative section of EMRPP and get ro-
bust and accurate pose results. Because the EPnP is
a fast non-iterative algorithm and the good initial es-
timation would speed up the MRPP algorithm. So
EMRPP is faster and has higher accuracy than RPP.
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Figure 6: The results of real experiments when using three
or two rotors. The entire results are showed in (a). Part of
results are showed in (b).
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Figure 7: The translation error and the rotation error.

3.2 Three/Two Rotors Observed

3.2.1 Results of Real Experiments

In order to compare IMU+2P, IMU+3P with other al-
gorithms, we also operate LHM, GAO, EPnP and RPP
which use all of four point correspondences. Figure
6 shows the results of real experiments. The results
of IMU+2P are better than GAO and similar to EPnP.
IMU+3P, LHM and RPP have good and similar re-
sults. The accuracy of IMU+3P is quite good and
meets the requirement of real applications.

3.2.2 Pose Error in Real Experiment

Figure 7a shows the translation error in real exper-
iments. Here the translation accuracy of IMU+2P
is slightly lower than LHM, RPP. IMU+3P has bet-
ter translation results than IMU+2P. The accuracy of
IMU+2P and IMU+3P is enough for real experiments.
Figure 7b shows the rotation error in real experiment.
IMU+2P and IMU+3P have the best rotation accuracy
in these algorithms.

3.2.3 Discussion

IMU+3P has both good translation and rotation ac-
curacy. IMU+2P has lower translation accuracy and
higher rotation accuracy than GAO, LHM, EPnP and
RPP. Usually IMU+2P has higher rotation accuracy
than IMU+3P. This could be explained. The number
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of point correspondences is related to translation esti-
mation. When number of points is in a certain range,
the more points we use, the higher translation accu-
racy we will have. IMU+3P has higher translation
accuracy than IMU+2P which only applies two cor-
respondences. And the translation error of IMU+2P
and IMU+3P is usually higher than EPnP, LHM and
RPP. For the rotation error, roll and pitch angles could
be obtained from IMU. Usually IMU has a quite high
accuracy, so IMU+2P and IMU+3P have higher rota-
tion accuracy than GAO, LHM, EPnP and RPP. When
the number of point correspondences is small and not
large, the more point correspondences may disturb the
accuracy of rotation calculating especially that there
are high accuracy IMU data. So IMU+3P has lower
rotation accuracy than IMU+2P.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present an external vision based ro-
bust pose estimation system for a quadrotor in out-
door environments. We only use the own features
of the quadrotor. When four rotors are observed,
we present the EMRPP algorithm which has higher
accuracy and less computation time than RPP algo-
rithm. When only three or two rotors are observed, we
present IMU+3P or IMU+2P algorithm which could
also get right pose estimation results. We have imple-
mented real experiments using our system in outdoor
environments. This system could provide us with ap-
proximate ground truth of pose for a flying quadrotor.
Our pose estimation system could perform accurately
and robustly in real time.
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